
This questionnaire is part of a wider research about the use and usability of European regional 
and minority languages on digital media and devices. Thank you for taking part in it.
The questionnaire concerning <language> should not take you more than half an hour to be 
completed.

The majority of questions are closed questions where you’ll have to tick a box. If it is mentioned, 
you can tick more than one. In some cases, there are open questions where you are asked to 
provide specific information. Feel free to provide as much detail as you think appropriate.
Should you have any questions, please feel free to contact (email/telephone).

*Required

Please indicate the area where you were
born (provide either the name of a city,
town or village, or a larger administrative or
local area) *

1. 

Please indicate the area of your current
place of residence (if different from the
above)

2. 

How did you learn about this survey? *

Mark only one oval.

From the DLDP website

From Facebook

From Twitter

From Wikimedia projects/community

I was contacted via e-mail

Other:

3. 



I am: *

Mark only one oval.

Female

Male

Other

I prefer not to specify

5. 

RML

From the point of view of the relationship with <dominant language>, how would you
describe yourself? *

Mark only one oval.

Bilingual

<language> native speaker

<dominant language> native speaker

6. 

How would you evaluate your own knowledge of <language>? *

Mark only one oval per row.

Very good Good Average Basic None

My written <language> is

My spoken <language> is

My ability to read in <language> is
My ability to understand spoken
<language> is

7. 

 Your age: *

Mark only one oval.

< 20

21 - 29

30 - 39

40 - 49

50 - 59

60 - 69

> 70

4.



How much do you agree with the following statements? *

Mark only one oval per row.

Strongly
agree

Agree
Neither

agree nor
disagree

Disagree
Strongly
disagree

I prefer
not to
say

<language> is
important because it
embodies the history
and culture of the
region/country
<language> is
important because it
is the language of
my childhood / my
parents
/grandparents
<language> is
important because it
gives me a sense of
who I am and where
I belong
<language> is
important because it
is a tool for
communicating with
the people of the
community I belong
to
<language> is
important because it
provides access to
opportunities (work,
study, access to
information...)

8. 

Activism

Are you a professional involved with <language>? *

Mark only one oval.

Yes, as a member of local/national association

Yes, as a member of a speaker community

Yes, as a public officer or an organisation for the promotion of <language>

Yes, as an educator of the public of private sector

No

Other:

9. 

Do you take part in any revitalization or protection activity related to <language>? (e.g.
language nests, cultural initiatives in <language>, membership of organisations for the
protection of <language>, etc. ) *

Mark only one oval.

Yes Skip to question 12.

No

I don't know Skip to question 12.

10. 



Skip to question 12.

No activism

If you replied "no", why?

Tick all that apply.

I don't have time

I have no opportunity to get engaged

I’m just following the debate and public events

I’m not interested

I don’t see it as an important thing

I don’t know what to do

Other:

11. 

Use of RML

How and how often do you use <language> in your daily life in an institutional setting
(e.g. school, workplace, etc.)? *

Mark only one oval per row.

Everyday
Regularly (at
least once a

week)

Occasionally (at
least once a

month)

Rarely
(once a
year at
most)

Never

I use <language> in
oral form (listening)
I use <language> in
oral form (speaking)
I use <language> in
written form
(reading)
I use <language> in
written form (writing)

12. 

How and how often do you use <language> in your daily life outside an institutional
setting (e.g. family, friends, relatives, recreational activities, etc.)? *

Mark only one oval per row.

Everyday
Regularly (at
least once a

week)

Occasionally (at
least once a

month)

Rarely
(once a
year at
most)

Never

I use <language> in
oral form (listening)
I use <language> in
oral form (speaking)
I use <language> in
written form
(reading)
I use <language> in
written form (writing)

13. 

E-communication



Do you ever use <language> for electronic communication? (e.g. writing e-mails,
texting, chatting or other instant messaging via Whatsapp, Google chat, Snapchat,
Skype, Facebook Messenger, etc.) *

Mark only one oval.

Yes, only for reading Skip to question 15.

Yes, for reading and for writing Skip to question 15.

No, never Skip to question 16.

I don't use electronic communication in any language Skip to question 17.

14. 

Frequency of digital use

How often do you use <language> for electronic communication? *

Mark only one oval per row.

Everyday
Regularly (at
least once a

week)

Occasionally (at
least once a

month)

Rarely
(once a
year at
most)

Never

e-mail

texting/SMS
chatting/instant
messaging

15. 

Skip to question 17.

No use for electronic communication

Why don't you use <language> for electronic communication? *

Tick all that apply.

I am not able to write <language> properly

I don’t feel at ease using <language>

Writing <language> is tiring and cumbersome, as my keyboard is not equipped with the

characters I would need

Writing <language> is slower, because there are no spell checkers

I am afraid my relatives and acquaintances would tease me

I am not confident that the text is rendered correctly for my readers

Some of my friends or relatives can not understand

Some of my friends or relatives could be offended

There is no standard way of writing <language>

People do not use <language> in written communication

Other:

16. 

Digital Use of RML



Do you ever use <language> on the Internet (e.g. surfing the Net, reading, writing/
commenting blogs, forums or websites)? *

Mark only one oval.

Yes (even very occasionally)

No, never Skip to question 19.

No, I don’t use Internet in any language Skip to question 20.

17. 

Yes to digital use

If you replied “yes”, how? *

Tick all that apply.

I read articles, posts or comments on websites, blogs or communication forums in

<language>

I read and write articles, posts or comments on websites, blogs or communication

forums in <language>

I have my own blog / website where I write in <language>

Other:

18. 

Skip to question 20.     

No to digital use

If you replied "no", why? *

Tick all that apply.

I am not able to write <language> properly

I don’t feel at ease using <language>

Writing <language> is tiring and cumbersome, as my keyboard is not equipped with the

characters I would need

Writing <language> is slower, because there are no spell checkers

I am afraid my relatives and acquaintances would tease me

I am not confident that the text is rendered correctly for my readers

Some of my friends or relatives can not understand

Some of my friends or relatives could be offended

I want to reach a larger audience

There is no standard way of writing <language>

People do not use <language> in written communication

Other:

19. 

Desire for digital use



How much do you agree with the following statements? *

Mark only one oval per row.

Strongly
agree

Agree
Neither

agree nor
disagree

Disagree
Strongly
disagree

I prefer
not to
say

I’d like to be able to
use <language> in
any aspect of my
life, and Internet is
one of them
Using <language>
on the Internet
shows that it is
modern/relevant in
the contemporary
world
I think it would make
<language> more
appealing to young
generations
I don’t think it’s worth
using <language>
on the Internet
It’s easier to use
<name of official
language> instead
<language> is a
spoken language
mainly, and it cannot
be used on the
Internet
Row 7

20. 

Keyboard

Is your PC keyboard adapted to <language> ? *

Mark only one oval.

No problem, I can type all the characters of <language> with the keyboard I use for

<dominant language>

I can type most of the characters of <language> easily

Some characters are missing in the keyboard I am using and writing it is not easy

Many characters are missing for <language> and it is very difficult to use it on

computers

21. 

To the best of your knowledge, do you know if a specific keyboard for writing in
<language> exists and is available on the market? *

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

I don't know

22. 



Would you like a specific keyboard for writing in <language>? *

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

I don't know

23. 

Media for RML

To the best of your knowledge, which of the following media are available in
<language>? *

Tick all that apply.

Websites (includes publicly available websites, and private such as intranets & extranets

)

Smartphone apps

Internet television (both television channels delivered by the Internet, such as Netflix

service, or individual TV shows offered via the websites of channels)

Blogs and Forums/message board

Streaming audio (including podcasts & Internet radio)

Streaming video (including webcasts, podcasts, YouTube and Vimeo videos/channels)

eBooks

Digital libraries and archives

I am not aware of any of the above

24. 

Wikipedia

Is there a Wikipedia for <language>? *

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No Skip to question 28.

I don't know Skip to question 28.

25. 

Yes Wikipedia

If yes, do you: *

Mark only one oval.

Browse it in <language> Skip to question 29.

Browse it and edit existing articles in <language> Skip to question 29.

Browse it, edit existing articles and write new ones in <language> Skip to question

29.

I do not use Wikipedia in <language>

26. 

Skip to question 29.

No use of Wikipedia



If you don’t use Wikipedia in <language>, why is it so? *

Tick all that apply.

Lack of content

Bad quality

I don’t use Wikipedia at all

I prefer to use another language version (say which one in the box "Other")

Other:

27. 

Skip to question 29.

Desire to use Wikipedia

If there were a Wikipedia in <language>, would you like to: *

Tick all that apply.

Browse it in <language>

Edit existing articles in <language>

Write new articles in <language>

I would not be interested in a Wikipedia in <language>

Other:

28. 

Use of Social Media

Do you make use of social networks (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc.) in any language? *

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No Skip to question 42.

29. 

Yes Social Media



If yes, which one(s): *

Tick all that apply.

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

Snapchat

Google+

LinkedIn

Ask.fm

MySpace

Pinterest

ReddIt

Tumblr

Foursquare

Other:

30. 

Do you ever use <language> on those networks? *

Mark only one oval per row.

Yes, I read posts and
messages in <language>

Yes, I read and write posts and
messages in <language>

No

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

Snapchat

Google+

LinkedIn

Ask.fm

MySpace

Pinterest

ReddIt

Tumblr

Foursquare

31. 



How often do you use <language> on those networks (reading or writing)? *

Mark only one oval per row.

Everyday

Regularly
(at least
once a
week)

Occasionally (once
a month or more,
but less than once

a week)

Rarely (more
than once a

year and less
than once a

month)

Never

Facebook

Twitter

Instagram

Snapchat

Google+

LinkedIn

Ask.fm

MySpace

Pinterest

ReddIt

Tumblr

Foursquare

32. 

Skip to question 34.

No Social Media

For what main reason you don’t use <language> on social networks? *

Tick all that apply.

I am not able to write <language> properly

I don’t feel at ease using <language>

Writing <language> is tiring and cumbersome, as my keyboard is not equipped with the

characters I would need

Writing <language> is slower, because there are no spell checkers

I am afraid my relatives and acquaintances would tease me

I am not confident that the text is rendered correctly for my readers

Some of my friends or relatives can not understand

Some of my friends or relatives could be offended

I want to reach a larger audience

There is no standard way of writing <language>

People do not use <language> in written communication

Other:

33. 

Skip to question 42.

Pages and accounts in RMLs



Please write the names of some Facebook pages and groups that you know and where
<language> is used:

34. 

Please write some Twitter accounts that you know and where <language> is used:35. 

Please write the names/address of some communication forums that you know and
where <language> is used:

36. 

Availability of localised social networks
option one: localised version is available

Do you know if Facebook and/or Twitter are available in <language>? *

Mark only one oval.

Yes, at least one of them is available

No, none of them is available Skip to question 40.

I don't know Skip to question 42.

I'm not interested Skip to question 42.

37. 

Use of localised social networks
option one: localised version is available

If yes, do you use the <language> version of any of them? *

Mark only one oval.

Yes Skip to question 42.

No

38. 

No use of localised social networks
option one: localised version is available



Why don't you use it?39.

Alternative language
option one: localised version is available

Which language version do you use instead? *

Mark only one oval.

<dominant language>

English

Other:

40. 

Desire to use localised social media

If a <language> version of Facebook/Twitter interface were available, would you use it?
*

Mark only one oval.

Yes

No

41. 

Services available in RMLs



To the best of your knowledge, which of the following services are available in
<language>? Remember that we only refer to services made available online. *

Mark only one oval per row.

Yes No No, but I’d like it I don't know

Online newspapers

Online news

Search engines (e.g. Google)
Edu-tainment products and
services, (e.g. videogames,
kid-friendly websites, digital apps)
Entertainment (music channel,
movies..)
Video subtitling

Health services
e-Commerce services (e.g. airline
reservation sites, local e-shopping
services)
Public
Administration/eGovernment (e.g.
local county)
eBanking (online banking services
offered by Bank)
Cultural services (e.g. virtual
museums and heritage websites)
Tourist information and services
(e.g. tourist agencies)
Advertising, promotion and
marketing
Customer care

42. 

Can you please paste some of the addresses of the services indicated in the question
before?

43. 

Localised software



Do you know if any of the following software can be set to <language>? *

Mark only one oval per row.

Yes No No, but I’d like it I don’t know

Windows

Mac OS X

Linux

Android

iOS

Microsoft Office

LibreOffice

Firefox

Chrome

Internet Explorer

Thunderbird

Adobe Creative suite

Gimp

44. 

If you replied “yes” to any of the above, did you select <language> as first in the list?

Mark only one oval per row.

Yes No

Windows

Mac OS X

Linux

Android

iOS

Microsoft Office

LibreOffice

Firefox

Chrome

Internet Explorer

Thunderbird

Adobe Creative suite

Gimp

45. 

Digital resources

To the best of your knowledge, which of the following digital resources are available in
<language>? *

Mark only one oval per row.

Yes No No, but I'd like it I don't know

Monolingual electronic dictionary
Bilingual electronic dictionary (e.g.
<national language>-<language>
or <English>-<language>)
Pronunciation audio dictionary
(e.g. Forvo)
Terminology
Spelling corrector (for example T9,
word completion, Windows spell
checker)
Machine translation service (e.g.
Google Translate, Apertium)

46. 



Powered by

Conclusions

If you have comments and suggestions, or you want to express an opinion regarding
any issue raised by this questionnaire, we welcome it!

47. 




